UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202210
State of New Hampshire

NH-Strafford County

Barrington
Lauren Marie Ainscow (BA)
Cheri E Blair (BA) Cum Laude
Katherine Teresa Brown (MS)
Kathryn Dorothea James (BS)
Adam William Mulholland (BA)
Stephen Orlych (BA)
Demetrius Alfred Phofolos (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Dover
Liam Alexander Bosques Hamilton (BA)
Samantha Lynn Bradbury Koster (MFA)
Marina Cardoso Vianna Vaz (MA)
Alexander Tobias DiMambro (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Luis Donavan (BSEE)
Logan A Duncan (BS)
McKenna Rose Marie Ewing (BS)
Alexis Michelle Griffin (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Brian Kirshenbaum (BM)
Casey R Maas (BS)
Carolyn Mainardi (MFA)
Broiana Taylor Mastromarino (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kelly McCormac (MSW)
Nicholas McCosh (BA)
Alexander Jesus Montehermoso (BSME)
Shane Morin (BA)
Emily Dee Morris (MS)
Christopher Edward Mudrick (BS)
Tyler Edwards Mundell (BA)
Elizabeth Frances Reed-Weidner (PHD)
Michael R. Routhier (PHD)
Samuel Rucks (MFA)
Christopher John Silva (BS)
Abigail Boette Srikanthan (MS)
Heidi Bethany Leilani Turner (MFA)
Jacqueline Allyse Walker (MA)
Dakotah Thunder Wilson (MPP)

Durham
Marina O'Connell Altshiller-Gannon (MBA)
Emma Nicole Boulter (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Marie Donovan (BA)
Stephen Glen Lewis Heizler (BSME)
Thomas Langley (MS)
Grayson Patricia Leichtman (MS)
Dennis M. Magliozi (PHD)
Nicholas Samuel Meeker (BS)
Danielle Miller (MED)
Isaac Andrew Niman (BA)
Nimako-Boateng Poku (MS)
Douglas Joseph Rodoski (MALS)
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Durham
Kristin Nicole Short (MS)

Lee
Sophia Isabel Curreri (BS)
Ryan Clifford Dulude (MBA)
Elizabeth A. Joseph (MFA)

Madbury
Sara Jessica Diharce (BA)
Gabriella Nicole Spang (MS)

Milton Mills
Noah James Wilder (BSCS)

Rochester
Kevin James Connelly (MBA)
Jacqueline Kelly McNally (MS)
Elise Marie Nelson (MS)
David N Ruth (PHD)

Rolliinsford
Zanetta Barchi (MSW)

Rolliinsford
Evan Thomas England (MA)
Christopher M Foster (MS)
Sara L Hannan (MBA)
Jason Janetos (BS)

Somersworth
Gina Elizabeth Brown (MS)
Eric Jeremy Moody (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Angeline Tandiono (BS)
Sharon Ann Tarleton (MPA)
Ty Turgeon (BS)

Strafford
Orion G Clachar (BSME)
Gregory Donald Hatfield (MS)